The Afro-Semitic Experience

featuring:
David Chevan & Warren Byrd

An ensemble of African-American and Jewish musicians dedicated to preserving, promoting and expanding the rich cultural and musical heritage of the Jewish and African diaspora. A band that understands and presents interpretations of music from traditions as rich as Gospel, Klezmer, Yoruban drumming, Nigunim, Synagogue chant, Spirituals, Funk, and Swing.

Multi-cultural soul.

February 23, 2004
~ aidekman arts center ~

6pm dinner & workshop
remis sculpture garden

7pm concert
alumnae lounge

www.ASExTufts.vze.com

this program would not be possible without the cosponsorship of Tufts Hillel, Pan African Alliance, African Student Organization, Provost's Office, Child Development Dept Health Services, The Alcohol and Drug Program.

call 73242 for more info